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1Drowning is among the main causes of accidental death in the world.
Several of these incidents occur in sea or in a swimming pool even with the
presence of professional lifeguards. Drowning is often described as a fast and
silent death. In fact, in many cases victims are not able to call for help or even
attract the attention of the swimmers swimming next to them. The victims
main concern at that instant is to get a last breath once he reaches the surface
of the water before getting submerged again. Observation among several vic-
tims who faced near drowning incidents has shown that they have particular
physiological patterns in early drowning stage called Instinctive Drowning
Response (IDR). In which, victims tend to panick and struggle vertically at
the same location with an up and down motion. We took advantage of such an
observation, to propose to use the recently available wearable MEMS sensors
to automatically detect this kind of particular pattern. As it is diﬃcult to get
information from real drowning incidents, we asked professional lifeguards to
infer near drowning pattern. We attach motion and pressure sensors at both
the chest and head level of the lifeguards. The measured data shows a partic-
ular pattern from the head level pressure sensor and the chest level pressure
sensors, accelerometer and gyroscope. We used a neural network to train
and test the possibility to detect such a pattern automatically. We were able
to detect near drowning patterns with a twenty-second time window from
the head level pressure sensor and with twelve-second-time window from the
chest level pressure and motion sensor data. In addition, victims who face
drowning incident tend to get into a panic situation, which is usually asso-
ciated with high heart rate activity. So we investigated the possibility to
use Piezoﬁlm sensor to monitor the heart activity of the swimmer. Piezoﬁlm
sensors are particularly lightweight and ﬂexible so they can be attached to
the swimming cap at the level of head's superﬁcial temporal artery to mon-
itor the swimmers heart activity. Our experimentation on Piezoﬁlm sensor
shows that the signal suﬀers from noises particularly in motion situation.
Our pre-experimentation on Emipirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) signal
2processing method has shown encouraging results in processing the signal in
both motion and motionless situations. So we decided to further investigate
the performance of this method in non-motion situation, as it is easier to
evaluate its performance. Our experimentation on EEMD has shown that
it suﬀers from adaptively issue called mode mixing. So we proposed a new
method, which we called Weight Factor Mode (WFM) to reduce this eﬀect.
The method has been tested in both Piezoﬁlm data which we measured from
our laboratory's subjects and ECG benchmarking databases. We succeed to
obtain a good performance in reducing the mode-mixing eﬀect. As the sys-
tem we are proposing is based principally on an inferred data, it is diﬃcult
to ensure its performance. So we proposed another system based on counting
the amount of time the swimmer spent underwater, which can be used in the
case the previous early drowning detection system fails. The lapse time un-
derwater is measured based on a pressure sensor attached at the swimmer's
head level. So the system automatically distinguishes if the swimmer's head
is submerged underwater or not. In addition the system can detect if the
swimmer becomes motionless while underwater using accelerometer informa-
tion. We made a prototype of this system using an android smartphone. We
have also developed a waist airbag that can be automatically triggered if a
drowning pattern is detected. Finally, in order to ensure a higher layer of
safety, we proposed a cloud service, which can track the user's head position
while swimming and automatically trigger an alert if an incident occurs with
the information about the swimmers location. The proposed service can also
be operated as a stand-alone system and by using this a new proposed cloud
pulling method. In addition to the swimmer location the system can send
periodical information about the swimmer's head depth, motion as well as
mobile network signal and battery strength. The information is then sent to
the cloud using a mobile network to detect if any abnormal behavior is de-
tected. We believe that a combination of these diﬀerent proposed wearable
drowning prevention solutions which we call Hakim Drowning Prevention
3System can considerably reduce drowning incidents.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Drowning
1.2 Deﬁntion
Drowning is deﬁned as the process of experiencing respiratory impairment
from submersion/immersion in liquid [4]. Before that several drowning def-
inition existed [1]. The old drowning deﬁnitions mainly associate drowning
with death. While the incidents during in which the victim succeed to survive
are called Near Drowning incidents. As in the previous drowning deﬁnition
near drowning was not considered as a drowning incident. This lead to the
lack of data about the victims who have faced a near drowning incident. As
for the drowning process itself it is considered that it starts at the point
when persons are no longer able to keep their mouths above the surface of
water [4].
1.2.1 Statistic About Drowning Incidents
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) 2012 fact sheet [2],
drowning is the third cause of unintentional injury death in the world. with
13
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a number of annual victims estimated to 388000 deaths, presenting 7% of
the total related fatalities. According to the same source these numbers
may signiﬁcantly underestimate the actual public health problem related to
drowning. In fact the number of victims who have been hospitalized for near
drowning incidents is believed to be ﬁve time more frequent than the total
number of drowning [3] . While victims who faced drowning incident and
survived, called generally near drowning incident, are estimated to be 500 to
600 times more common than their fatal counterpart [3]. As result basing
on the WHO 2012 statistics [2], we can estimate the number of hospitalized
drowning victims in 2012 to reach 1.9 million and those who faced a near
drowning incident to be about 200 millions.
1.2.2 Lifeguard Vigilance
1.2.2.1 At pool environment
Several of drowning incident occurs in public swimming pools stuﬀed with
professional lifeguards. The drowning incident occurrence in the presence of
lifeguards is due mainly to the three following factors [9].
1. Lifeguard distraction caused for example by talking with people.
2. Conducting other tasks in parallel such as pool maintenance activities.
3. The failure to detect the drowning pattern by the lifeguard.
The last factor might be due to the lack of lifeguard training to recognize
victim at early drowning stages or just due to the lack of vigilance. A research
conducted about lifeguards vigilance in swimming pools [11] showed that
Vigilance capacity cannot be maintained at an optimum level for more than
30 minutes. The research also highlighted that the vigilance is aﬀected by
the monotony of the task. In addition a temperature as high as 30 degree
Celcius can decline the lifeguard vigilance by about 45%. Thus the Red
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cross recommend lifeguard to have a 15 min break every hour. Another
research by Billy Doyle highlighted by Pia in [9] mention the incapacity of
89% of in-experimented lifeguards to detect a drowning person in a video
clip within less than 30 seconds. While 70% percent of the participant did
not act on the ﬁrst 2 minutes to see the progress of the situation and 30%
of participants simply consider that no action is needed. This highlight how
diﬃcult is for a lifeguard to detect drowning incidents. Pia in [8] suggest
that training lifeguard on detecting a particular pattern response called RID
(which we will discuss in 1.2.3) observed among some victims in drowning
situations can help reduce the failure of some lifeguards identifying them.
1.2.2.2 At sea environment
The mission of lifeguards in the sea is even more challenging than in a pool
environment. In fact, the swimming area in the sea is theoretically illimited,
thus the distance from the lifeguards position to the victim might be very
large. Unlike swimming conditions in a pool, the conditions in the sea are
diﬀerent. As it depends on whether, conditions sometimes the sea can become
agitated with high amplitude waves. In addition, the sea bottom sometimes
has an irregular surface so the swimmer might ﬁnd himself suddenly in a deep
region which make a victim without a ﬂoatation capability in big trouble. In
addition, some regions in the sea might contains RIP currents. Which is very
dangerous for both people with or without swimming abilities. Generally
people who are familiar with the region know about the dangerous area so
they try to avoid it, which is not the case of many tourist. So every year
many drowning incidents occurs among tourist who are ignorant about the
danger of the swimming location they are visiting.
We also have to notice that whereas almost all public swimming pools
are guarded. In the case of the sea, several of them are patrolled during a
particular period of time or not patrolled at all. Thus the risk that the victim
ﬁnds himself in trouble alone or if he is lucky enough for a person nearby to
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ﬁnd him and try to come to his rescue. Which is a very dangerous act for
someone who did not receive prior lifesaving training.
1.2.3 Drowning Types
We can distinguish two type of drowning.
1. Active drowning happens when the victim is conscious of the danger
he is facing.
2. Passive drowning occurs when a bather is unconscious due for exam-
ple to the suﬀering from a sudden illness such as a heart attack. It is
important to distinguish between these two categories as their response
toward a drowning incident are diﬀerent.
1.2.4 Response in Early Drowning
1.2.4.1 Active Drowning
Unlike passive drowning during which victims do not react while facing the
incident, in active drowning victims become distressed and ﬁght for survival.
This reaction might diﬀers according to the swimming skills. In fact, we can
distinguish two kind of active drowning victims.
1. Non-Swimmers victims are those who cannot ﬂoat by themself in
normal situation so they do not have swimming ability. These vic-
tims ﬁnd themself incidentally in deep water so they get immediately
panicked as they cannot ﬂoat in water and start developing particular
water crisis which Pia [32] calls Instinctive Drowning Response (IDR).
2. Swimmers victims are those who know how to swim. As result this
category of victims have a self ﬂoating swimming capability. However,
they can also be victims of a drowning incident when they get exhausted
in deep water, get cached by rip current or just facing any other kind of
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accident without loosing total consciousness. Such victims are generally
able to ﬂoat when the incident just occurs so they are generally able
to call for help or show up by their hand. Nevertheless, with the time
they will start getting exhausted and loosing their energy thus they can
also start developing and Instinctive Drowning Response (IDR).
Instinctive Drowning Response IDR
Frank Pia used information about drowning rescue incidents gathered
during a 21 year period at Orchard Beach, New York; where 40000 rescues
occured to introduce Instinctive Drowning Response (IDR)[32]. He released
a short movie in which he include IDR response from real drowning incidents
[6].
Pia observed that during IDR victims have a particular pattern
• They tend to have a vertical body posture
• Move in an up and down motion
• The victims can struggle for a period as few as 20 second and as long
as 60 second. While children tend to have a shorter period.
In addition victims facing an IDR response is generally unable to control his
body so he might become very violent when some one approaches to save
him.
1.2.4.2 Passive Drowning
Passive drowning victims are generally unconscious. As result they usually
drown after loosing consciousness without a visible reaction. Moreover, more
recent researh about drowning have shown that young children do not ﬁght
for survival when they get submerged in water, an example of such an incident
can be found in this video link [10]. Thus this category of victims should
also be included in the passive drowning category.
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Unlike active drowning where the victim express an IDR reaction, in
passive drowning the victim drown silently. So the victim can disappear
underwater in less than one second The identiﬁcation of passive drowning
victim is extremely diﬃcult especially in a crowded environment and a large
swimming area.
1.3 Survey on Drowning Prevention Systems
There are basically two diﬀerent approaches in a drowning prevention system.
The ﬁrst one is based on wearable devices while the second approach is
camera based. We will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach with examples of commercialized products.
1.3.1 Wearable Based Drowning Prevention Systems
Wearable computing based drowning prevention system. As its name sug-
gests, requires the user to wear a special device. This device analyzes the
victim pattern so if an early drowning scenario is detected an alarm is trig-
gered. We will try to survey examples of the existing drowning prevention
system commercialized in the market.
1.3.1.1 Introduction
1.3.1.2 SenTag
Sentag is a drowning detection system for swimming pool use. The system
is composed mainly of three components.
1. Wrist band Fig. 1.1 which the user wears helping analysing his depth
and motion in water.
2. Hydrophones 1.2 which is installed in the swimming pool to listen to
any alarm signal received from the the wrist band.
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3. System Unit which receive the information from the hydrophone and
analyze it so if a drowning pattern is observed an alarm is sent to the
lifeguard through a pager. Fig. 1.2
The wrist band will send a drowning alert if the victim is motionless under
a preset depth and time period. By default, the depth is set to 70 cm and
time period is 40 seconds. These parameter can be modiﬁed using another
device.
Figure 1.1: Sentag wrist band [15]
Figure 1.2: Sentag Drowning Prevention [15]
1.3.1.3 Wahoo
The swimmer is requested to wear a head band which includes sensors in order
to help identify his depth in water Fig.1.3. The head band will transmit a
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Figure 1.4: Wahoo Drowning Detection System
signal to the nearby hydrophone if the victim spends an abnormally long
time underwater. In such a case an alert is triggered in the swimming area
and a message is sent to the lifeguard Fig.1.4.
Figure 1.3: Wahoo Head Band
1.3.1.4 Conclusion
It is diﬃcult to evaluate these two solutions without having access to a com-
plete technical information. Most probably these solutions use a pressure
sensor to measure the depth of the swimmer underwater and a motion sensor
such as an accelerometer for motion detection in the case of Sentag. Based
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on the the presentation of these two products and the disclosed technical in-
formation. Most probably they cannot detect early drowning stages pattern
as the main detected patterns is the time spent under water and includes
motion. If we compare between the two systems the main diﬀerence is the
location of the sensor. Whereas the Sentag sensor is attached at the hand
level which is a very comfortable location for the swimmer. Wahoo sensor is
attached at the head level which is less comfortable. However, Wahoo sys-
tem can give precise information about the swimmer's head depth position in
water. Thus it can calculate exactly the time the swimmer spent underwater
without breathing. So the system triggers an alarm if the preset threshold is
exceeded. Which is not the case of Sentag system, as the information about
the hand's depth in water does not necessarily reﬂect the time the swimmer
spent underwater. For example, someone might have his hand submerged
about one meter underwater while his head is still above water. And simi-
larly the swimmer might have his head and hand underwater at a half meter
depth. So it is not possible to detect drowning pattern just based on the
hand depth location. As a result in addition to the hand's depth position,
Sentag system analyzes the hand motion. So if the victims hand's is mo-
tionless under a speciﬁc depth for period exceeding the preset threshold an
alarm is triggered. The pattern detected by Sentag system might correspond
to an advanced drowning stage when the victim is completely motionless and
starts submerging to the water. So if some delay occurs the lifeguard reaches
the victim too late. The last one might suﬀer from health complication which
might lead to permanent brain damage or even death.
Finally, although we do not have the exact information about the pricing
of these solution. But, we can expect that it is costly as several equipment
have to be installed. So this solution is not suitable for private swimming
pool and hotels with limited budget. These solutions can also be used only
in a limited swimming area such as pools and it is diﬃcult to expand their
use to the sea.
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1.3.2 Video Based Drowning Prevention System
1.3.2.1 Introduction
Video based approach relay on the processing of video captured from the
camera attached above the swimming pool and sometimes even from under-
water cameras. In this subsection we will ﬁrst discuss some of the scientiﬁc
published works about video based drowning prevention system and then
present an example of a commercialized product.
1.3.2.2 Vision-Based Approach to Early Detection of Drowning
In [16], Wenmiao and How-Lung presented how they can detect early drown-
ing pattern automatically from video captures. For this they used video
measured from an imitation of drowning incidents. And developed a new
method for early drowning detection composed of two components. The ﬁrst
one is called the vision component . Which consist mainly on detecting and
tracking the swimmer for extracting motion and shape features. The second
components is called event-inference. Which use a ﬁnite state machine com-
posed of diﬀerent stages observed during drowning incident using sequential
change algorithm which parse the detected drowning features.
1.3.2.3 Poseidon
Use video images from camera placed over the pool and below the water Use
Artiﬁcial intelligence To detect abnormal swimming behavior.
In their website they already mention that they installed 128 system in
11 countries.
We notice also that many of the installations have been conducted by
large organization such as city oﬃce, universities and sport centers. However
we could not ﬁnd reference to installation for example done for hotels. In
addition the installation have so far been done only in developed countries.
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Figure 1.5: Poseidon Drowning Prevention System [13]
This can be explained by the expensive installation cost which is estimated
according to [14] to 100 000 US$.
1.3.2.4 Conclusion
Unlike wearable computing based approach, the video based that one can
bring a higher comfort to the user as he will not need to wear any additional
devices. Thus we can ﬁnd several scientiﬁc research [16, 18]. However other
problems have to be investigated furthermore such the occlusion problem
which might appear in the case of crowded swimming pool. Moreover, the
video based approach cannot be also aplyed at the sea level.
1.4 Research Objective
The aim of this research is to create a drowning prevention platform. Which
support the following features:
• Aﬀordability so a large number of users can have access to it at any
location in the world
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• Availability for use not only in public swimming pool but also to the
private one and can be used even at the sea
• Detection of victim facing advanced and early drowning stage
• Evacuating victim from water
• Alerting the rescuing unit and providing them information about the
victim and his current location
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is composed of six chapters.In the ﬁrst one we already highlighted
the need of a wearable drowning prevention system. In the second chapter,
we propose a system to help detect victims facing advanced drowning stages
using Smartphones as a platform connected to an airbag system which can
help ﬂoat the victim above water. However saving the victim after reaching
an advanced drowning stage might lead to a dangerous consequences on the
victim's health . Thus we propose in the third chapter to use information
measured from pressure and inertial sensors to train neural network to detect
early drowning pattern . For this we asked professional lifeguards to imitate
the particular motions observed among drowning victims at the early stage.
However, as the training data might not be large enough, it is diﬃcult for
system accuracy. So in chapter four we propose to analyze another diﬀerent
pattern observed in the early drowning stage, which is the panic reaction.
For this we propose to use piezoﬁlm sensor to analyze the sudden increase
in the victim's heart rate. As Piezoﬁlm sensor suﬀer from diﬀerent kinds
of noises, to reduce such a problem we propose to use new method called
Weight Factor Mode (WFM) which is based on Ensemble Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EEMD). In the last chapter, we propose a cloud drowning
prevention platform. Which can log information about the swimmers location
which can be used to rescue the victim.
Chapter 2
Hakim-1 a Drowning Detection
and Evacuation System
Some of the illustration in this chapter appeared in the publication:M.
Kharrat, Y. Wakuda, N. Koshizuka, K. Sakamura "Automatic Waist Airbag
Drowning Prevention System Based on Underwater Time-lapse and Motion
Information Measured by Smartphone's Pressure Sensor and Accelerometer"
31st IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE), Jan-
uary 2013
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2.1 Introduction
A normal person is able to spend as long as one minute underwater without
breathing . Even though some professional swimmers can exceed such a
time lapse. For normal people, if the forty seconds threshold is exceeded, we
can assume that the person might be facing diﬃculties. Moreover, another
abnormal behavior that can be considered is when a person is motionless for a
long period while underwater. In this section we aim to detect such abnormal
patterns using wearable sensors. Nowadays we witness rapid advancement in
electronics with the introduction of MEMS sensor technology. MEMS sensors
are particularly small so they can be used in embedded systems and especially
wearable applications. An example of these sensors are accelerometers and
pressure sensors. The pressure sensor can be used to analyze the swimmer's
depth position in water. While the accelerometer can be used to analyze the
swimmer motion.
From the other side, we recently we witness an important increase in the
number of shipped Smartphone. Which expected to reach one billion unit
by the end of 2013[22].
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Figure 2.1: Global Internet Device Sales [22]
These Smartphones are mainly characterized by a large touch screen with
an operating system (OS) open to Third-Party applications providers. To-
day one of the most popular Smartphone's OS is Android which has been
adopted by most Smarphone makers. However, with the Smartphone shape
makers have limited design options to diﬀerentiate their products. Thus,
nowadays, the innovation in Smartphone industries nowadays moved towards
the circuit integrated in the devices instead of shape. However another chal-
lenge appears again, classically in personal computer industry the hardware
performance especially the CPU and GPU clock cycle were intensively ad-
vertised as the key performance factor to be considered by customers once
purchasing a new hardware. However with the rise of the need of mobile
electronic devices relying on batteries such as notebooks, hardware manu-
facturers understood the needs to opt toward a new strategy with a lower
power consumption on the detriment of CPU and GPU performance. Sim-
ilarly, today Smartphone manufacturers are even facing more challenging
problem with a smaller device size and the consumer need for a longer bat-
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tery running device. With the recent development of the tiny MEMS sensors
, Smartphone makers identiﬁed this new opportunity to equip their devices
with new features such as accelerometers which now has become a default
feature in nearly all Smartphone. Also, MEMS sensors recently found their
position in Smartphones such as Gyroscope and pressure sensors. In addi-
tion, System on Chip (SoC) development is helping a wider adoption of more
communication protocol standards such Near Field Communication (NFC)
with the recently announced SoC NFC chips produced by STmicroelectronics
and Qualcomm. One other aspect some manufacturers are working on for
diﬀerentiating their products is fortifying them against shock, dust and wa-
ter. Recently, Panasonic released a general public Smartphone with principal
feature to be waterproof Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Panasonic Eluga waterproof smartphone [23]
Soon after, Sony followed its competitor and proposed a scratch resistant
dust and waterproof model Xperia Go 2.3 . Which has the main advantage
to include a pressure sensor comparing to Panasonic Eluga.
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Figure 2.3: Sony Xperia scratch resistant, Waterproof and Dustproof model
[24]
We believe that in the future many other manufacturers will follow the
trend in a way that a waterproof capability becomes part of the default fea-
tures in all Smartphone similarely to what happened in the watch industry.
In fact, waterproof Smartphone can avoid damage caused by liquid spill or
rain. In addition today more and more users ﬁnd the need to use their mobile
in the sea for various reasons such answering phone calls, keeping connected
to the Internet, listening to sound tracks or taking pictures and video. As
result, today we can ﬁnd many Third-Party Smartphone accessories manu-
facturers who provide waterproof protection cases. Some of these cases are
general purpose and are compatible with most Smartphones in the market,
however they are generally big and not good enough.
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(a) General Purpose Waterproof
Case
(b) Otterbox waterproof case for
iPhone [26]
(c) iOttie Waterproof Skin Case
Cover Pouch for Samsung Galaxy
Nexus [27]
Figure 2.4: Example of Smartphone waterproof cases
Some other manifacturer provide cases which ﬁt the shape of the Smat-
phone Fig. 2.4b in a manner it becomes diﬃcult to distinguish from normal
protection cases. Some disposable waterproof cases have even been recently
released ensuring complete protection in keeping the original shape and size
of the Smartphone unmodiﬁed Fig. 2.4c. The frequent need to remove the
protection skin for Smartphone's cable connection purpose can be reduced
by using a wireless charger and handsfree bluetooth kit. With all the pre-
sented accessories and recent eﬀort of Smartphone and accessories makers',
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we believe that Smartphones will have more and more presence in water envi-
ronment in the future. Thus in this chapter, we consider to use Smartphone
as a platform to develop a drowning prevention system and taking proﬁt of
the diﬀerent MEMS sensors embedded in the device. This has many advan-
tages such as the possibility to make a solution available to a large population
of users at very low cost comparing to the use of customized devices. Also,
the user will not also need to handle an extra device with them to the water
which can sometimes be embarrassing to the adult who does not know how
to swim. In addition the user will not need to ensure the battery charging of
an additional device neither the subscription to an additional internet plan
for an alert transmission Fig. 2.1.
Table 2.1: Comparision Between Smartphone and Customized Based Solu-
tion
2.2 Drowning Detection Based on Under Wa-
ter Time Lapse
Drowning death is principally caused by the lack of oxygen in body due to
the inaptitude to breath while underwater. The maximum time a person can
spend underwater without breathing is estimated to be one minute. Thus,
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continuously monitoring the time spent by the person underwater can help
avoiding drowning incidents. We suggest that using pressure sensor attached
at the back of the swimmer head's might help monitor the head depth posi-
tion in the water. To ensure that, we conducted a couple of experimentations
using a Nexus Galaxy Smartphone as a platform which is among the ﬁrst
released devices to integrate a pressure sensor (Bosch BMP180). To use the
Smartphone in water we used a waterproof case then we inserted it in the
swimming cap Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Smartphone with waterproof case inserted in the swimming cap
[19]
To analyze how these procedures aﬀect the measured pressure. We ana-
lyze the pressure ﬂuctuation before using the waterproof case and after. We
found that the measured pressure decreased by about 60 Pascal. Again by
inserting the protected Smartphone inside the swimming cap the pressure de-
creased by approximately 50 Pascal Fig.2.6. The overall pressure ﬂuctuation
is approximately 110 Pascal however in this case we consider the maximum
measured ﬂuctuation reaches 150 Pascal .
The reason why it is important to measure the pressure ﬂuctuation is that
we are using the pressure sensor to determine the swimmer position in the
water. This can be better understood from the following experimentation
where we are submerging the device in a water tank and measuring the
pressure at diﬀerent depth. In fact at the level of 1 inches the measured
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Figure 2.6: Pressure variation depending on the pressure sensor environment
[19]
pressure increase by 133 Pascal. At the level of 2 inches the pressure increase
up to 333 Pascal while at 3 inches we measured a pressure of 523 Pascal Fig.
2.2.
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Table 2.2: PRESSURE MEASURED FROM THE SYSTEM AT DIFFER-
ENT DEPTH (avP) average atmospheric pressure [19]
These experimentation shows that the pressure sensor (Bosch BMP180)
has good precision so it can be used to analyze in real time the swimmer
head's depth position Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Pressure Fluctuation According to Water Depth [19]
2.3 Automatic Motionless Status Detection Us-
ing Accelerometer
We are considering using an accelerometer to analyze the swimmers motion
in water. We will again use the Nexus Galaxy Smartphone as a platform
for our experimentation which embed the invensense MPU-3050 all in one
motion sensor including an accelerometer and gyroscope. We consider both
situation in water motion and non motion. In the Fig. 2.8 the ﬁrst and
second time window (w) correspond to the motion situation while the last
three time window correspond to the motionless situation.
To identify the person motion situation we calculate the acceleration
square root accSQR as deﬁned below
accSQR = x
2+y2+z2
g2
By comparing accSQR to a predeﬁned accSQR threshold (accSQRth)
during a speciﬁc time window , we can determine if the swimmer is in motion
or motionless. In the example below we set accSQRth= 1.25 m/s2 and the
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Figure 2.8: Accelerometer measured information [19]
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Table 2.3: Motion and Motionless Situation [19]
window size w= 5 second. So we were able to automatically detect the in
motion and non motion situation Fig. 2.3.
2.4 Android Smartphone Application
Smartphones are getting popular nowadays with about one billion units
shipped in 2012 [22]. With Android OS based devices being the most pop-
ular. Android OS comes with a good API facilitating the access and use of
the Smartphone embedded sensors. In this section we propose an Android
application in which the users set the maximum time he can spend underwa-
ter and in the case the maximum threshold is exceeded the device alarm is
triggered. Once the application is started it takes the average of the ﬁrst 50
measured pressure values corresponding to a ﬁve second period and sets the
average value above water pressure reference which will be used later on to
distinguish between above water and underwater user position. So if the user
spends time underwater which exceeds the preset threshold the device alarm
is triggered. However one important issue has to be considered in this case
which is related to the pressure above water reference. In the case the user
starts the application before inputting the device in the water proof case the
preset threshold will change. In addition, the measured pressure will also be
aﬀected once the user inserts the protected device inside the swimming cap
based on the previous experimentation conducted in Fig. 2.2 we show that
the maximum pressure ﬂuctuation that can have between non protected de-
vice and protected device inserted in the swimming cap is 150 Pascal Fig.2.6.
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From the other side our experimentation in pressure measurement in water
Fig. 2.2 show that at just a depth of two inches we can measure a pressure of
about 333 Pascal which is more than twice the error risk of 150 Pascal which
we might have in the case the user starts the application before using the
waterproof case. Ideally the application should start measuring the above
water pressure reference once the user inserts the protected device inside the
swimming cap in the section 2.5 we will show how we can do that using NFC
technology in section 2.5. A prototype of the proposed system has been
developed Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Smartphone Application [19]
In the case the underwater threshold is exceeded an on device alarm is
triggered. However we noticed a problem in relation to the on device alarm.
In fact, a normal alarm tone operates generally in a high frequency domain so
it is highly attenuated by water. So it is diﬃcult for people surrounding the
user to hear the alarm. Instead, a tone operating in lower frequency has to
be used. We experimented various sound frequencies trying to ﬁnd the most
optimal one. However it is diﬃcule to ﬁnd manually the optimal frequency.
Upper the suggestion of Professor Mardi Hastings from Georgia Institute of
Technology we used a sound tone with 500Hz frequency and 10 cycles Fig.
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2.10.
Figure 2.10: Developed Sound Track
We tested the alarm tone in a water tank and we succeed to achieve a
fair result as the signal is slightly attenuated when the device is submerged
in water. However when we tested the tone in a large swimming pool the
signal completely absorbed. We are planning to keep investigating further-
more possibilities to develop the optimum alarm tone that can be apled on a
Smartphone. However it is unlikely to come up with an alarm tone that can
be heard in a large swimming pool. As the Smartphone speaker is designed
to operate in a diﬀerent environment. One other option we can consider is
to build a customized speaker which can be integrated within the waterproof
case or the swimming cap for higher eﬃciency. However we have to consider
the alarm transmission problem is wider than that as the victim can ﬁnd
himself far away from any rescuer. Such a problem can appear for example
when he is swimming alone in private swimming pool or swimming in the
beach in a non patrolled area. This problem can be solved by using cloud
computing based solution which we present in Fig. 5. One other approach
we are considering in Fig. 2.6, is to use an airbag system and save the victim
directly instead of just triggering an Alarm.
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2.5 NFC based auto lunch application system
In the previous section Fig. 2.4 we highlighted that ideally, the Smartphone
application should start measuring above water pressure once the user in-
serts the protected device inside the swimming cap as this can give a higher
precision information about the swimmers head position is water. Another
important issue we have to consider is in relation to the user behavior.Some-
times the user forgets to start the application or simply gets more conﬁdence
and gets lazy to start it. However, he might keep the interest to carry his
device with him in the water for several reasons, such as replaying to the
incoming phone calls, taking pictures or listening to sound tracks.
To solve these two problems, we propose to use NFC technology to ex-
ecute the application automatically once the user inserts the device in the
swimming cap. Recently many Smartphone integrate NFC reader with the
principal aim to transform Smartphones into electronic wallets as well as
using it for access control. The proposed system consists on providing the
user an RFID label which he can attach permanently at the back level of the
swimming cap. So once he insert the Smartphone to the swimming cap the
Smartphone's NFC reader detect the RFID tag and launch automatically the
application. The system have been successfully implemented on the android
platform.
2.6 Airbag System
Recently airbags have become a default equipment in most commercial cars
which helped reducing the number of death associates with crash incidents.
In addition airbags have been recently applied to several others applications
such as motorcycles Fig. 2.11 and horse riding.
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Figure 2.11: Motorcycle Airbag [29]
Airbag is also used in water safety under the name Personal Flotation
Devices (PFDs) Fig. 2.12. PFD is composed mainly of three parts.
• Nylon bag
• Small compressed Co2 bottle Fig. 2.13
• Deﬂation system
Figure 2.12: Waist Type Personal Floatation Device (PFD) [30]
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This system comes in two varieties the ﬁrst one is called manual. Once
the user ﬁnds himself incidentally in deep water he just pulls up a cable
so the nylon bag gets deﬂated. Due to its relatively compact size they are
provided today to all the airlines passengers to be used in an emergency
situation. The second variety is called automatic, it is used generally when
someone falls accidently in water so the airbag deﬂates automatically. For
this an additional component is used which reacts in the presence of water
to deﬂates the system automatically Fig. 2.13.
Figure 2.13: CO2 compressed bottle with automatic deﬂation system [31]
However the main problem of the automatic system is not designed to
be used by people who are located normally in water. So a more intelligent
system needs to be designed. In this part we take proﬁt of the previously
developed Smartphone based drowning detection application to connect it
with PFD system to transform it into an airbag which deﬂates automatically
once the system detects an abnormal behavior. For this we use a manual
commercial PFD version. As the automatic one deﬂates with the ﬁrst contact
with water so it is not suitable for our application. The manual PFD is
deﬂated once the cable is pulled up. To make from the system automatic we
use a high torque servo motor which we attach to PFD deﬂation system in
order to replace the hand pulling action. In order to control the servomotor
from the Smartphone, we use IOIO board Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: IOIO Board Protected With Epoxy
IOIO is a board which come with a PIC microcontroller, USB connectiv-
ity, analog and digital Input Output. The board also support Bluetooth con-
nectivity through additional dongle connected in the USB port. The main
advantage of IOIO board compared to for example others popular boards
such Arduino, is that it come with Java library which can be added to pre-
viously developed Android application and used to control the IOIO board
directly using the same Java code used in the application source code. This
avoids the need to seperately develop the controlling board and ending up
with two separate source code. We succeed to ensure the communication
between our android application and the board to automatically deﬂate the
PFD manual system and transform it to an automatic airbag Fig. 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Developed Automatic Airbag System Before Waterprooﬁng
However another issue has to be considered in the real use of the system,
which is the waterprooﬁng of the IOIO board, battery and the servomotor
which itself contains an electronic control circuit needing to be protected.
For this we use Epoxy potting usually used for protecting circuit which have
the risk in getting damaged by water Fig. 2.14, Fig. 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Servomotor Circuit Protection with Epoxy
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For additional layer of protection we use gum doping Fig. 2.17.
Figure 2.17: Servomotor Gum Protection
We ﬁnally package the airbag system in a protection case Fig. 2.18.
Figure 2.18: Final Airbag System after Waterprooﬁng [19]
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2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we proposed a Smartphone based drowning prevention sys-
tem which can detect victims who spend an abnormally long time underwater
while motionless. For this we use pressure and accelerometer sensor embed-
ded in the Smartphone. As on device alarm is diﬃcult to propagate in water.
We designed a waist type airbag which can be triggered by the application
and evacuate the victim. In the system design we also took consideration
of some users behavior toward the system, so we showed how we can use
NFC technology to automatically start the system once it is inserted in its
position. Which can help ensure a higher precision on measuring the head
position in water.
Chapter 3
Hakim-2 an Early Drowning
Detection Based on Motion
Analysis
Some of the illustration and content in this chapter appeared in the publica-
tion:
M. Kharrat, Y. Wakuda, N. Koshizuka, K. Sakamura " Near Drowning
Pattern Detection Using Neural Network and Pressure Information Measured
at Swimmer's Head Level " The Seventh ACM International Conference on
Underwater Networks and Systems (WUWNet 2012)
M. Kharrat, Y. Wakuda, N. Koshizuka, K. Sakamura Near Drowning
Pattern Recognition Using Neural Network and Wearable Pressure and Mo-
tion Sensors Attached at Swimmer's Chest Level IEEE,19th International
Conference on Mechatronics and Machine Vision in Practice (M2VIP12),
November 2012
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3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we proposed a system which can automatically detect
victims who abnormally spend a long time under water while motionless.
However, these syndromes are generally associated with victims who are
facing advanced drowning stages. Survivals from such incidents migh suﬀer
from permanent brain damage causing handicap. This problem might appear
mainly in the case the victim did not wear the airbag system and victim ﬁnd
himself in non patrolled sea, where it might take a long time for the rescue
team to reach the victim leading to a death risk. In this chapter, we instead
aim to detect the victim at an early drowning stage so health complication
can be avoided and longer time to rescue the victim becomes available. So
we propose to use motion sensors as well as pressure sensors to analyse the
victims motion in the water and to automatically identify abnormal behavior.
3.2 Early Drowning Detection Based on Wear-
able Sensors
3.2.1 Physiological Changes in Near Drowning Situa-
tion
Drowning pathology at early drowning stage diﬀers between people who do
not know how to swim called non-swimmer and people who have swimming
knowledge. In fact, in the swimmers case as he know how to ﬂoat he can
better control himself in near drowning situations. So the victim can gener-
ally call for help to nearby people or at least show some signs with his hands.
However, in the case of a non-swimmer, the victim immediately gets panicked
when he faces a near drowning situations. As he is unable to ﬂoat by himself,
the victim will start ﬁghting to get above the water following the Intrinsic
Drowning Responce (IDR) pattern. In most situations, non-swimmers will
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not be able to call for help. Nevertheless when the swimmer gets completely
exhausted and can not keep ﬂoating above the water any more he can express
an IDR response. In the both previous situations we consider that the victim
is aware of the drowning incident, so it is called active drowning. In the case
the victim is at a very young age or an adult who faces a health problem
leading to the loss of his consciousness, he won't be able to call for help and
drown silently, in such a case the drowning is called passive drowning. In
this research section we will focus only on active drowning as generally the
victims express a particular IDR response.
3.2.2 Experimentation Setting
In this research we asked a professional lifeguard to imitate near drowning
behavior. For this we used a wearable sensor logging unit which include 3
axis accelerometer, 3 axis gyroscope, pressure sensor we used also an external
heart monitoring unit (Polar) Fig. 3.1.
The experimentation has been conducted in a professional diving swim-
ming pool which we have rented especially as the University of Tokyo main
swimming pool is just about 1.50 cm depth so it is not suitable for conducting
such experimentation. In fact, to avoid drowning incident risks most public
swimming pools in Japan are shallow. Even though we noticed the presence
of three lifeguards at the university's pool which show that drowning inci-
dents can occurs among adults even in shallow swimming pools. Renting a
professional swimming pool in Japan is very costly which limited the num-
ber of experimentations we can conduct and thus the amount of data we can
gather.
We have attached three of these units to the lifeguard at the level of his
head, chest and hand and asked him to follow the scenario below:
• Swim for 30 second in place.
• Conduct free style swimming for 3 minutes.
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Figure 3.1: Life Guard Wearing Sensor Units
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• Infer drowning pattern for 40 second.
The experimentation has been recorded using both above water camera and
underwater camera for later data indexing.
Figure 3.2: Lifeguard imitating near drowning pattern [34]
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(a) Underwater Video View Camera) [33]
(b) Upper Side Video View [33]
Figure 3.3: Lifeguard imitating the near drowning behavior
One of the most important study we has about victims behavior in near
drowning situation, is the conducted by Frank Pia[32]. Who highlighted
that a victim without swimming abilities when he faces a near-drowning
situation tends to have a vertical body posture with up and down struggling.
As the measured data that we have come from an imitation of drowning
incidents, to minimize the associated inaccuracy risk, we decided to exclude
the data measured at the hand level sensors unit as we do not have enough
research references providing a precise description of victims arms motion in a
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panic situation. We have also excluded the accelerometer and gyroscope data
measured at the head level for the same reason but we kept the pressure data
as it is less prone to errors and can reﬂect the general body motion in water.
We also decided to exclude the data measured from the heart monitoring
system as we cannot imitate the physiological changes observed during a
real panic reaction this topic will be discussed further more in Fig. 4. In the
case of the data measured at the chest level we consider to using the three
sensors measurements as we have access to detailed observations conducted
by expert in the ﬁeld[32]. Finally, ze studied the possibility to automatically
detect near drowning patterns using a neural network.
3.3 Near Drowning Pattern Detection Using Neu-
ral Network and Pressure Information Mea-
sured at Swimmer's Head Level
3.3.1 Head Level Pressure Measurement
An analysis of the pressure information measured at the lifeguards head level
in near drowning imitation scenario, shows a particular pattern compared to
the one observed in a normal swimming status Fig. 3.6.
This pattern is particularly marked by the presence of multiple high am-
plitude low frequency ﬂuctuation Fig. 3.5.
In fact, in the case of a normal swimming situation, the pattern is ob-
served occasionally when for example the user jumps in to the water or
changes the swimming style Fig. 3.6.
This particular pattern corresponds to the in water up and down strug-
gling motion.
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Figure 3.4: Measured pressure information in three data set [34]
Figure 3.5: Measured pressure in near drowning scenario [34]
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Figure 3.6: Measured Pressure Information in One Data Set [34]
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Figure 3.7: Used Neural Network Architecture [34]
3.3.2 Automatic Near Drowning Pattern Detection Us-
ing Neural Network
The main purpose of this research is to create a system which can automat-
ically detect a near drowning pattern. For this we use a neural network pat-
tern recognition tool box in Matlab. Pattern detection has to be conducted
during a particular time window. thus, we split the measured sensor's data
into vectors composed of 200 samples each. Which corresponds to a 20 sec-
ond time window as our pressure sensor sampling frequency is 10Hz. With
the support of the captured video, we manually classiﬁed the data into two
categories, near drowning and normal swimming. We also kept the data
measured out of the swimming pool and even the data when the user ﬁrst
jumps into the water with normal swimming circumstances, to ensure the ro-
bustness of the designed systeme against errors. Then, we split the dataset
into 160 vectors each composed of 200 samples. Among the obtained data,
we ﬁnd 11 vectors corresponding to the near drowning situation and the rest
to normal swimming situation. Finally, we use two layers of feed-foreword
Neural Network, with sigmoid hidden and output neurons which we feed with
the classiﬁed data set Fig. 3.7. 70% of the data (112 samples) have been
dedicated for training while 15% of the data (24 samples) have been used
for each validation and testing stages. The data has been divided randomly
between the three diﬀerent stages.
The trained Neural Network succeeded to achieve a 100% success rate in
detecting near drowning patterns out from the overall data set Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Neural Networks Confusion Matrix [34]
However, we have to take into consideration that this does not necessarily
imply that the trained neural network will be able to ensure such a high
performance with a dataset measured from a new user. This problem can be
reduced by using a larger dataset gathered from diﬀerent subjects. We also
noticed some high pressure peaks during normal swimming periods when the
head submerged underwater. So we have to further consider future scenario
where the subject periodically follows a swimming style for a long period.
Nevertheless, such a case is unlikely to occur among the main target users of
this system who do not principally know how to swim.
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3.4 Near Drowning Pattern Recognition Using
Neural Network andWearable Pressure and
Inertial Sensors Attached at Swimmer's Chest
Level
In the previous section we have showed how it is possible to automatically
distinguish between near drowning and normal swimming patterns using a
data measured from pressure sensors attached at the subject head level. In
this section, we further investigate the possibility to automatically detect
near drowning patterns from the chest level using an addition to pressure
sensors, accelerometer and gyroscope.
3.4.1 Chest Level Pressure Measurement Analysis
The chest pressure measurement level show a multiple high amplitude low
frequency ﬂuctuation in near drowning situations similarly to the one mea-
sured at the head level Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Pressure ﬂuctuation measure from pressure sensor [33]
However, we noticed a diﬀerence in term of the variation between normal
and near drowning patterns. Which is mainly due to the fact, the subject
has always has his body submerged inside the water, unlike the situation
when the pressure sensor is attached at the head level where the head reach
often a low pressure level at the surface of the water. From the other side, the
maximum measured pressure amplitude is higher in the chest measurement
level rather in the case of head level. Which is normal as the sensor unit
at the chest level is located at a deeper depth position leading to a higher
pressure value.
3.4.2 Accelerometer
The accelerometer provides information about the vertical posture of the
swimmer observed in near drowning situation. We use the data corresponding
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Figure 3.10: Measured pressure in near drowning imitating scenario [33]
to X axis only which corresponds to the vertical motion of the swimmer Fig.
3.11as we are looking to near drowning situations where victims tend to
struggle up and down vertically.
Figure 3.11: Motion sensor logging unit and axis direction information [33]
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Figure 3.12: Accelerometer information measured from X axis during near
drowning mimic [33]
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Figure 3.13: Logged accelerometer data measured from X axis [33]
3.4.3 Gyroscope
Gyroscope provides information about the swimmers angular orientation.
As a victim in a near drowning situation tends to have a near vertical body
posture. So we only use the Y gyroscope axis to analyze the swimmer angular
posture Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.14: Gyroscope information measured from Y axis during near
drowning imitating scenario [33]
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Figure 3.15: Logged gyroscope data measured from Y axis [33]
3.4.4 Automatic Near Drowning Pattern Detection Us-
ing Neural Network
We use the information measured from pressure sensor, accelerometer X axis
and gyroscope Y axis to form a single vector to be used as an input for the
Neural Network. The accelerometer and gyroscope information is logged at
100Hz frequency. However the pressure sensor logging frequency is 10Hz. So
a frequency adjustment is necessary. We use interpolation function in Matlab
to increase the pressure sensor frequency rate to 100Hz. We also reduce the
time window size from 20 second to 12 second (1200 samples) compared to
the previously used window size for the head level pressure analysis experi-
mentation. This can help reducing the time required to detect near drowning
pattern in real time system application. After the concatenation of the pres-
sure, accelerometer and gyroscope data, we obtain a single vector composed
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of 3600 samples which we use as an input for the neural network . The total
data set is composed of 202 vectors Fig. 3.16. We allocate a random 70% of
the data (142 samples) for training, 15% (30 samples) for cross validation and
similarly 15% for testing. We train 20 hidden neurons using scaled conjugate
gradient back propagation algorithm.
Figure 3.16: Used neural network architecture [33]
The trained neural network succeeds to achieve 100% success rate dis-
tinguishing between normal swimming situations and near drowning pattern
Fig. 3.17 . In order to understand the contribution of each component to
the detection of near drowning pattern. We tried to analyze the performance
of motion sensors alone in time domain in detecting near drowning pattern
however the performance was bad as none of the near drowning pattern has
been detected. From the other side by using only the information measured
from the pressure sensor we were able to achieve a 100% success rate. As
a result we tried to transform the accelerometer and gyroscope data to the
frequency domain and testing them one by one together as an input for the
neural network. The performance has then consequently improved as we
were able to detect near drowning pattern using only accelerometer and gy-
roscope data. However, 100% accuracy has not been achieved. From the
other side we tried to analyze the performance of the pressure sensor in a
frequency domain and we found that the performance slightly declined. Fi-
nally, when we combined the time domain pressure sensor information with
frequency domain accelerometer and gyroscope information, we succeed to
again achieve 100% detection rate Fig. 3.17.So at this level it is diﬃcult
to conclude whether only the information measured from pressure sensor is
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Figure 3.17: Chest Confusion Matrix [33]
enough for an accurate near drowning pattern detection or the frequency do-
main accelerometer and gyroscope information can help reduce the risk of a
false positive scenario. Especially in the case that the trained neural network
model is applied to a dataset measured from diﬀerent subjects.
3.5 Conclusion
These experimentations can be considered as a proof of concept of an early
drowning prevention system. Although it cannot be used as a stand-alone
system. If combined with the system presented in the previous chapter 2 it
can be used with a best eﬀort service as a ﬁrst layer of drowning prevention.
So in the case that near drowning patterns is not detected, the second system
operating in parallel can detect drowning incidents. This concept can help
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us gathering a real near drowning incident information which we can use
in the future for the training of the Neural Network of the early drowning
classiﬁcation system in order to ensure a higher level of precision. However
as the ultimate goal of this research is to save human life we have to deﬁne
more than security layer with a higher maximum of performance. In the next
chapter 4 we will investigate another approach
Chapter 5
Hakim-4 a Cloud Based
Drowning Incident Detection and
Notiﬁcation
5.1 Introduction
Cloud computing based services are getting popular recently among the gen-
eral public. This is mainly due to many people today own more than a single
device connected to the internet. So it is not surprising to ﬁnd someone in
a developed country owning more than seven devices: such as a personal
computer and Smart TV at home, net-book, laptop, tablet PC, e-book and
Smartphone. Which created the need to access personal electronic informa-
tion anywhere, anytime, separately or simultaneously from several devices.
In addition we notice that in the last years an improvement in mobile internet
bandwidth provided by the operator in the form of relatively aﬀordable and
unlimited internet package. This new ecosystem helped the rise of cloud com-
puting services for the general public. In this chapter we present the concept
of a new cloud service which can h::elp save victims who are facing drowning
incidents. Similarly to Chapter 2, in this chapter we also consider the use of
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Smartphones as a platform for the cloud drowning prevention system.
5.2 Cloud Pulling Based Drowning Detection
System
5.2.1 Web service description
After installing the application, the user will have to create an account which
includes information such as his name and e-mail address. This information
will be saved in the cloud as well as on the user device's internal data base.
5.2.2 Cloud computing use justiﬁcation
First In the previous chapter we discussed various techniques to detect vic-
tims at early drowning stages while in the second chapter we proposed various
techniques showing how to detect a victim facing advanced drowning stages.
We also showed how the in device local alarm might be ineﬃcient in a large
area and when a victim is far from rescuers. As a result we designed an airbag
system which can be deﬂated in such a case and save the victim. However
when the victim is evacuated above water by the airbag system he might
be unconscious especially in the case the system detect him in an advanced
drowning stage. Thus the need to send a message about the victim's GPS
coordinate location to the nearest rescuing unit. The user can provide an
e-mail address such as a friend or family member to which the message can
be sent. However this may be sometimes ineﬃcient for example when the
friend cannot act in rapid and proper way or did not read the message im-
mediately. To avoid such a problem we propose to update the user proﬁle in
the case he faces any trouble. And sending an alert message to the nearest
rescuing organization from the victims location. The alert message might
include further information about the victim such as age and proﬁle picture
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t:o help identify the user. Second reason Even though the airbag based res-
cue system is an eﬃcient way to rescue the victim. However we believe that
many pople might not use it due to many reasons such as:
• The airbag purchasing associated cost
• Not willing to wear an extra device (even though we consider integrat-
ing the airbag in the swimming pants in the future )
Figure 5.1: Near Drowning Alert Delivery System
So in the case the victim does not use the airbag a communication prob-
lem might appear. In fact, the communication between the victim and web
service which is in charge of communicating the alert message is conducted
over a mobile networks Fig. 5.1. Many of mobile network use high frequency
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bandwidth situated near 2GHz bandwidth. Which make from the communi-
cation signal highly subject to attenuation in water. As in advanced drowning
stages the victim ﬁnds themself underwater, there is a high risk that system
can fail to communicate the near drowning alert message. So a solution
have to be found to this problem. In the opposite case,if our system is used
whithout airbag it will not be operational.
5.2.3 Cloud based pulling system
We propose to periodically submit a packet to the cloud with information
about the users location. So in the case that packets are not received for a
long period of time, the server understand that the swimmer did not come
out of the water. So if a certain threshold is exceeded without receiving any
information from the user an alert can be sent to the rescuing authority.
However some aspects has to be considered .
• The ﬁrst issue, we consider is that most of the beaches are covered by
mobile network, there will be a risk that the swimmer go far away in
the water until the network covertures become very weak. In such a
situation, the reason behind the non reception of the packet, will be
the presence of the user in a non covered area by the mobile network.
• The second issue, is when the battery runs out of charge while the
person is swimming.
The server in both previously mentioned cases might understand that the
swimmer is drowning as it cannot receive packets from him anymore. To
avoid such a scenario we propose to send periodically and extra information
in the packet about the mobile network signal strength measured from the
Smartphone as well as its battery level. So it becomes possible at the level
of web service to distinguish these two diﬀerent cases.
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Figure 5.2: Smartphone Application Screen Capture
5.3 Preliminary Implementation
We implemented the remote server user registration and login password sys-
tem. In addition to the remote server the information is also registered on
the device local data base. This will avoid the user to retype his login infor-
mation. The application cn now can also sense and display all the needed
sensor information. In addition to real time processing of the above water
pressure reference and motion detection Fig. 5.2.
The system can detect the swimmers location from GPS battery level and
temperature as well as the mobile network signal strength level.
All these information are automatically sent to our remote MySQL data
base using JSON format Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Cloud Saved Data
5.4 Conclusion
In this chpter we present a new concept of cloud based drowning detection
web service. Which can provide information about the victim location to a
rescuing authority. A preimplementation of the system has been realised such
smartphone application with on device and remote servor login. We succeed
also to log the data from the device to the cloud remote database using JSON
format. In the future we are planing to complete the implementation of the
system especially at the cloud side to automatically detect the drowning
pattern.
Chapter 6
General Conclusion
6.1 Summary
In the previous chapter we described various methods which can help prevent
drowning incidents. In the second chapter, we proposed a system which
analyses time spent by the victim underwater and his motion so if a preset
threshold is exceeded a wearable airbag is triggered on the victim. However
the main drawback of this method that it does not detect the victim at early
drowning stages. Moreover, in the case the airbag evacuation system is not
used, an additional time delay has to be considered to rescue the victim. All
this may cause a serious health problem to the victims which can lead to
permanent brain damage or even death. As a result, we proposed another
method based on wearable motion and pressure sensor to help identify the
particular victim motion at early drowning stage called IDR. We then used
Neural Network to automatically detect near drowning pattern. Nevertheless,
the main problem with the method is that the system training data did
not come from a real near drowning incident as we asked a professional
lifeguard to imitate the near drowning incident. As a result, the proposed
method at this time can be used only with best eﬀort performance. So
drowning detection methods are needed to ensure higher performance of the
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system. For this we again take of the description we have about real drowning
incidents. In fact, victims who faces such an incident tend to get panick
rapidly. Panic reaction is usually associated with high activity at the level
of autonomic nervous system (ANS). This leads to the sudden increase of
the victims heart rate activity. We took proﬁt of this observation to propose
to develop a new heart rate monitoring system which can be used in water
and help detect panic reaction. For the heart rate monitoring applications,
usually ECG and PPG are used. Besides, recently with the development in
material science, new thin and ﬂexible piezoﬁm sensors have been released.
On the other hand, a survey on wearable computing has shown that users
are particularely concerned with the systems daily life use convenience and
even look. In fact, ideally the system has to be invisible to the ﬁnal user
and completly embedded in the users clothes. This concern, encouraged us
to opt for the use of the emerging piezoﬁlm sensor based heart monitoring
technology as the piezoﬁm sensor can be integrated inside the swimming cap
just at the level of superﬁcial temporal artery to monitor the wimmers heart
rate activity without the user notice the presence of the sensor. In fact the
Piezo ﬁlm sensor is thin and ﬂexible enough to be invisible for the ﬁnal user.
However the use of Piezoﬁlm sensor presents many challenges in term of
signal processing and heart activity extraction as it suﬀer from many kinds
of noises.
6.2 Challenges and Future Work
In the future we consider continuing working on Hakim-3 system by analyzing
the heart rate activity of the swimmer in a motion situation. In the case of
Hakim-2 we are planning to continue working on the real time side of the
system. Finally for Hakim-4 web service, we are considering to ﬁnalize the
server side to automatically detect the disappearing of the victim underwater.
As this project aim to save human life, we need to minimize any risk
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of failure detecting victims drowning. Our ultimate goal is to detect early
drowning stage at the very beginning of panic reaction. Thus we proposed
diﬀerent methods for drowning detection. These methods accuracy and pre-
cision vary according to the techniques used. For example in Hakim-1, the
bather underwater lapse time accuracy is high. While in the case of Hakim-2
we are using artiﬁcial intelligence to detect early drowning stage motion's
with an imitated data. Thus the precision of the system is lower. As it
is diﬃcult to get a real data, it is better to operate such a system at the
current stage with best eﬀort service. To take proﬁt of the strength of each
techniques and avoid the risk of True-Negative scenario consisting of drown-
ing incident occur without system reaction, we consider combining all the
proposed systems in a single one as described in the ﬁgure below.
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Figure 6.1: Hakim combined drowning prevention solution
When Hakim system is ﬁrst starts, all its four subsystems Hakim-1 to
Hakim-4 will operate in parallel. These subsystems are diﬀerentiated with
their aptitude to detect drowning incidents at diﬀerent stages and with dif-
ferent accuracy levels. The following example can better explain how Hakim
system can behave in the case a drowning incident occurs.
First Hakim-3 analyze the heart rate activity of the victim in the case a
sudden increase of the heart pulse rate is measured this might correspond
to a distress situation so the system can act. Even in the case Hakim-3
fails, Hakim-2 which is analyzing the swimmer motion, can take action if
an abnormal motion is measured. Hakim-3 and Hakim-2 use complex signal
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processing and machine learning methods respectively, these methods if par-
ticularly tuned in the way to minimize the risk of false alarms (False-Positive
scenario), should be better considered to be operating with best eﬀort ser-
vice in real situations. Thus an additional layer of drowning detection with
high accuracy is needed, this is the case of Hakim-1, which analyze the un-
derwater lapse time spent by the swimmer. So if he spent an abnormally
long time underwater it takes action. Ultimately a fourth layer of drowning
detection can be used. Hakim-4, is a cloud web service which is continuously
receiving information packets from the swimmer device. So if the web service
suddenly no longer receives any information, it extracts the GPS coordinate
from the bather's last received packet and sends it to the rescuing authority.
We believe that the proposed combination can eliminate any risk of True-
Negative scenario corresponding to the total failure of the system to detect a
drowning incident. However, the risk of a False-Positive scenario which can
be manifested with a false alarm remains possible especially if the system
parameters are tuned towards high sensitivity. To minimize such a risk, we
consider triggering ﬁrst, an on device alert message which the user can deac-
tivate Fig. 6.2. If the user fails to do so within for example 10 seconds, the
system continue to take action by triggering on device Alarm, then airbag
system and ﬁnally sending an alert rescue message to the nearest lifesaving
unit.
The rescue organization can keep the option to call the victim on his
device to ensure about his health conditions. If no response can be received,
most probably the swimmer is facing an advanced drowning stage. So an
immediate rescue action has to be conducted.
Finally in the future we aim to improve the design of the system by
embedding it completely inside the swimming clothes in the way it becomes
invisible for the ﬁnal user. An example of such a concept design can be found
in Fig 6.3 .
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Figure 6.2: Hakim System Actions
Figure 6.3: Concept Design Early Drowning Detection Cap
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